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Dance, Banquets, Sports Events Highlight Week-End
Three Teams
Have Scheduled
Sports Events Here

Mac Gets A Large Charge

By Frank Anderson
(Sports Editor of the TIGER)
Highlighting the sports activities of perhaps the biggest
week-end of the year at Clemson are two baseball games,
a golf, and tennis match.
The Clemson Tiger baseballers
Vrfll make their initial bid for Atlantic Coast Conference glory here
Friday and Saturday afternoons
when they run h.to the N. C. Sta*e
Wolfpack in their ninth and tenth
contest of the current schedule.
With a 5-3 won-loss record,
the Bengals will be sighting
their third and fourth victory
before the Tiger town fans. In
their one contest with the Wolfpack last year, the Tigers came
out on top by a 8-4 count. '
The possible starter for the Bengals on the mound Friday will be
"Fireball" Billy O'Dell.
The
strikeout, no hit king from Newberry will be teeing the rubber
for the third time this season for
the Country Gentlemen. Probable
starters in other positions for the
Bengals will be Dick Swetenburg
on first, Roy Coker handling the
key stone position, Wyman Morris
at the hot corner and Barry
Crocker at shortstop. Bobby Morris will handle the catching chores.
In the outfield will be Bill Barnett, Doug Kingsmore and Roger
Games.
In golf, Coach Bob Moorman's
linksmen play host to the Demon Deacons frm Wake Forest.
At press time the Bengals possess two wins against no defeats
■with one match with the Duke
Blue Devils played this after/ noon.
/heading the Tig golfers will be
state intercollegiate champion
Leonard Yaun, backed solidly by
four returning lettermen and two
newcomers.
Number one man for the Deacs
will be Arnold Palmer, who gained national recognition by shooting a hot 65 in the opening day
of play at the Azalea open tournament at Wilmington, N. C, to
lead all of the pros for the first
day's work. Palmer took fourth
place when the final tally for the
tournament was in.
On Saturday afternoon, the
Clemson tennis team will take
on the University of Georgia
squad. Led by Khin Si, the remarkable Burmese racketeer
who led the Bengals last year,
the Tigs have posted a 1-1 record with a match with the University of South Carolina this
afternoon.
Backing Si in their win conquest
will be Captain Gene Moxley,
Dick James, Phil Nickles, Chandler Kinsey, Bill Seabrook and Angus Lander.
Following this week-end of
sports at Tigertown the golf team
will play host to the University of
Georgia on Monday and the diamondmen and netmen will journey out of town later in the week.

Cadets Complete
Senior Lifesaving
Course At YMCA
For the past three weeks the
YMCA and the Oconee Chapter of
the Red Cross have sponsored a
senior lifesaving course at the 'Y'.
The following cadets have passed the senior lifesaving course R.
W. McCreight, B. B. Harris, E. L.
Salter, R. L. Agnew, A. E. Arthur, B. J. Arnold, David Brissey,
Joe Boles, D. C. Cockran, R. A.
Carter, L. A. Fowler, Bill Garrett, H. B. Goff, W. P. Heath, J.
F. Humphries, W. A. Key, Dick
Lee, L. G. McGraw, R. C. McCutcheon, J. P. Murphy, R. E.
Middleton, Wesley Millard, W. K.
New, H. E. Osborne, V. T. Pinner,
J. C. Proffitt, J. B. Robbin, J. F.
Rogers, D. S. Rozendale, H. S.
Williams, and J. L. Wood.
The instructions were given by
G. D. Gantt assisted by H. B.
Green and Hugh Patrick.
The following cadets are finishing the water safety instructors
course tonight: W. A. K«y, F. M.
Dwight, W. A. Millard, J. F. Rogers, J. P. Murphy, R. E. Middleton, A. S. Williams, V. T. Pinner,
W. A. Garrett, D. O.. Wells, G. D.
Gantt, and R. W. McCreight.
This course is being given by
Ellis Fysiel, field representative
of the Red Cross for South Carolina and Georgia who is assisted
by G. D. Gantt.

The neon tube flashes on as 1,000,000 volts of
electricity run through E. A. McCormac's
body from the Tesla Coil in the electrical engineering department down at the Engine House.
The high frequency coil will be displayed by

the EE department during the bi-annual Architectural and Engineering Fair to be held
April 9, 10, 11. Phil Nickles and Professor
C. P. Goodin watch in the background. (TIGER Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Engineering Exhibits Will Be
Featured In Three-Day Fair
Architecture, Engineering
Department Sponsor Fair

PROGRAM FOR Drop In At Trustee House To
CONCERT IS Open Week-End Festivities
ANNOUNCED

The Philharmonic - Symphony
Society Orchestra, directed by Dimitri Metropoulos, appeares for
the first time at Clemson Tuesday
evening, April 6, 1954, at 8:00
o'clock as the last presentation of
the 1953-54 Clemson Concert Series.
,
The program includes Overture
"The Beautiful Grecian" by Cimarosa; Mendelssohn's Symphony
No. 5, D Minor, Opus 107 ((Reformation"); "Appalachian Spring"
(Suite from the ballet), Copland;
and Tchaikovsky's Symphonic
Fantasy, "Francesca da Rimini",
Opus 32.
Overture, "The Beautiful Grecian", Cimarosa — This Overture,
composed by Cimarosa, a celebrity
inthe time of Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven, is a work in a slowfast-slow sequence, thus, this sequence begins with an Allegro con
molto brio, continues with an Andantino grazioso, and concludes
with an Allegro, also described as
a Rondo. The woodwinds are
prominent with soloes for clarinet, oboe, and flute. The horns
and trumpets do little more than
support the harmony in the Allegro. The Andantino grazioso
bears out its title and Cimarosa's
reputation for elegance. The Rondo begins, unexpectedly, with a
horn solo which may be considered the main theme. Interspersed
are lively phrases for the strings

Style Is Keynote Of
Pastor's Orchestra

By Jerxy Dempsey
If you were in or around the engineering or architecture
department this week, you probably saw plenty of mysteBy Don Dunlap
rious things happening as the slide-rule pushing geniuses
Tony
Pastor
who
will
bring his orchestra here for the anstretched their imagination to bring the unbelievable to existence for this year's Engineering-Architecture Fair to be nual Military and TAPS Junior-Senior Balls, April 2 and 3,
says that "style" is the basis of musical success. "The bands
held on April 9, 10, 11.
that
gain a definite mark of recognition are in the best poThe total number of exhibits
is enormous, with each of them Jet Engine. If you've never sition to attain lasting popularity." The famous bandleader
presenting something both inter- seen an egg cooked through pa- is a firm believer in some sort of signature through music.
esting and informative. If you
want to see someone playing with
1,000,000 volts, maybe see homemade lighting, or see air cleaned
electrically, even see if you can
pass the Charles Atlas Course, or
else see a picture of your voice,
even a demonstration of methods
of transcontinental TV transmission or if you would enjoy coming
into the shack and watching the
hame operate, then the Electrical
Engineering Department will be
the place you're looking for.
If you would like to see the
latest in house design or see the
brainstorm of a nightrider, then
you would just have to frequent
the Architecture department.
Maybe your interest lies in the
industrial engineering field? If
so, visit the industrial engineering department, you will see firsthand a very modern machine shop,
an exhibit of student work or all
phases of production of a drill
press, a demonstration of various
practices used in lathe shops and
foundrys, instruments and machine used by advanced students
in studying metals in the metallury lab, and all of the latest in
the field of welding.
If your interest are mainly mechanical, then you wouldn't want
to miss the mechanical engineer's
nightmares. For you foot-minded pups, there's a pulse-jet engine
of the type used in the buzz-bomb.
Probably the most mystifying of
all the experiments is project
"X", something that can't be described but which you'll have to
see in order to believe.
In case any of you are planning
to discover an oil well, don't do
it because Clemson Mechanical
Engineers now have a oilless engine, one which operates without
oil for lubrication. If you're planning on buying a clock, see the
magic clock which will be on display and try to determine what
makes it tick.
In case you're
looking for new comfort, by all
means see the radiant cooling and
unit air conditioning displays.
There are even newfangled ideas
for the lazy man, things such as
an electronic door opener on a remote control boat.
If you're interested in the new
field of Ceramics you must
visit the partial display of the
various products manufactured
by the Ceramics Industries.
There will also be demonstrations of everything from molding mud pies to producing a
ceramic tube for a model Pulse-

per or water boiled through
paper, then you must visit with
the Ceramic engineer. Maybe
you still believe in the law of
gravity. If so, you can't miss
seeing Ceramics run materials
flow uphill on a special elevator.
In case you're having trouble
with your rabbit hunting, then
you had better have a talk with
the Chemical Engineers and physicist about the ballistic gun, a gun
with which it is impossible to miss
the target. If you have trouble
believing things, then you must
see air enter a pipe at r- om temperature and come out of one end
at 150 degrees and 18 degrees at
the other end.
If any of you bootleggers are
having distillery troubles then
don't miss the Chemical Engineers new approach to that
business.
In short folks, if you miss any
one of the numerous exhibits,
you've just lost a year's education.
Make your plans now to attend
the most amazing exhibition ever
to be staged April 9, 10, and 11 on
the Clemson Campus.

Musically the Pastor orchestra
presents an assortment of arrangements that do not follow a set
pattern. Ballads receive a special
treatment as do novelties, standards and instrumentals. His years
of experience have made Tony one
of the most respected advisers in
the music business. Those best
qualified to comment say that his
style of singing and- playing is
among the most popular in the nation today.
Tony and his orchestra have
appeared at Hotel Statler in
New York City, Sherman Hotel
in Chicago, Palladium in Hollywood, Steel Pier in Atlantic
City, Frank Dailey's Meadorbrook in Cedar Grove, N. J.,
Lakeside Park in Denver, Circle Theatre in Indianapolis,
Roosevelt Hotel in New Orleans
and Palace Theatre in Cleveland
and many other places.
The uniform for the Military
Ball will be as follows: seniors
will wear blouses with while
ducks and sashes over the shoulders; juniors, blouses with white
ducks and sashes around the waist;

TONY PASTOR
sophomores, blouses with white
ducks; however Pershing Rifles
members may wear white sashes;
and fresmmen will wear the Class
A.
The price of tickets will be $3.75
each night or $7.00 for a block
ticket.

Alpha Phi Omega
Elects 13 Men
For Membership
At a recent meeting of Alpha
Phi Omega, national service fraternity, thirteen new members
were elected for membership.
The new members are Don
Cochran, freshman of Greenville;
H. J. Gleaton, junior of Greenville; Bobby Painter, sophomore
of Arcadia; Kenneth Locker,
freshman of Fair Lawn, N. J.; and
Kit Matthews, freshman of Columbia.
Also, Joel Pate, junior of Winnsbqro; John Duffie, freshman of
Sumter; Robert Holmes, sophomore of North Charleston; Wilton
Kennedy, freshman of Spartanburg; Joe Taylor, freshman of
Arlington, Va.; Sam Lucas, sophomore of Hickory, N. C; Bachman Harris, freshman of Blackville; and John Snoddy, freshman
of Dillon.
These men are now undergoing
a week-long period of informal
initiation. A formal initiation will
be held at a later date.
Alpha Phi Omega plans to have
its club room open Saturday April
3, for all students and their dates.

and a solid use of the woodwind
choir.
Symphony No. 5, D minor,
Opus 107 (Reformation)
I. Andante: Allegro con fuoco
II. Allegro vivace
,
III. Andante—Andante con moto
(Chorale: "Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott") Allegro vivace-Allegro
maestoso—the most noteworthy
feature of this symphony by Mendelssohn is its employment of
music possessing religious associations. In the first movement the
Amen formula of the Saxon Lutheran Church, called the "Dresden Amen", is utilized. The "reformer's joy in combat, their firmness of the .belief in God" is expressed in the "Andante con moto" in which Mendelssohn uses the
Lutheran chorale, "Ein feste Burg
ist unser Gott.
INTERMISSION
"Appalachian Spring" (Suite
from the Ballet)—The suite from
the ballet by Aaron Copland, a
contemporary American composer,
gives a well rounded condensation
of the story of a "pioneer celebration in Spring around a newly
built farm house in the Pennsylvania hills in the early part of the
last century. The bride-to-be and
the young farmer husband enact
the emotions, joyful and apprehensive, their new domestic partnership invites. An older neighbor suggests now and then the
rocky confidence of experience. A
revivalist and his followers remind the new householders of the
strange and terrible aspects of
human fate. At the end the couple are left quiet and strong in
their new home.1'
Symphonic Fantasy, "Francesca
da Rimini," Opus 32—Tchaikovsky's Symphonic Fantasy begins
with the picture of a hellish whirlwind, "The gateway to the inferno . . ." The middle section, An(Continued on page 6)

An outlined program for the Military and Taps JuniorSenior Balls week-end has been announced.

An informal drop-in for all the
cadets' dates in the Trustee House
on Friday afternoon will be the
beginning of the activities for the
weekend.
At 3:00 p. m. the Clemson baseball team will meet the North
Carolina State Wo-lfpack in a game
on the College diamond. Following the baseball game, at 6:15 the
annual Taps Banquet will be held
at the Clemson House.
The Scabbard and Blade Banquet will be held at 7:00 p. m.
in the Sabre Room of the Uiemson House. The principal address
will be given by the Hon. Hugh
Meglone Milton, II, Assistant Secretary of the Army Manpower and
Reserve Forces.
Tony Pastor and his orchestra
will be in the Field House at
9:00 p. m. to provide the music
for the annual Military Ball.
Mr. John D. Lane, main speak- During intermission the honorer for the annual Junior-Senior ary cadet colonel and her staff
banquet. (TIGER Photo by will be chosen. The honorary
Jack Trimmier).
colonel will be chosen at an intermission party at the Clemson
House from the dates of cadet
officers with the rank of first
lieutenant or above. The honorary cadet private, corporal
and sergeant will be chosen at
intermission parties for members of the Freshman Platoon,
The Clemson College Glee Club Pershing Rifles and Executive
and Concert Band R. C. A. record Sergeant Club respectively.
albums are once again available
Clemson will meet N. C. State
at a reduced price of $5.00, and
may be obtained from members again Saturday afternoon for a
baseball game at 2:00 p. m. at the
of the Glee Club.
College. Baseball Field.
, The album, containing three 78
Mr. John D. Lane, professor ot
r. p. m. records, features recordings of the Glee Club, the Concert English at Clemson, will be the
Band, and the two organizations after-dinner speaker for the annual Junior-Senior Banquet which
performing together.
will be held in the College Mess
Glee Club recordings include Hall at 6:30 p. m. Saturday night
Battle Hymn of the Republic and
All Through the Night. Record- Following the banquet, at 8:00
ings made by the band are Tiger p. m. in the Field House will be
Rag, Them Basses, Spirit of Min- the annual Taps Junior-Senior
strelsy, and the Domolay Com- Ball. During intermission Miss
TAPS and the TAPS beauties will
mandery.
be presented.
Numbers recorded by both the
band and Glee Club are Fanfare
and Alma Mater, Clemson All
Hail, and the old Alma Mater.
The Board of Trustees of ClemThe records were recorded and
son College announced that it has
deferred bids on the new Agri- pictures familiar scenes on the
cultural Buildings. The bids were campus pressed by R. C. A. in
accepted, but no action will be 1950, and at that time over 1,000
All cadets with the rank of
albums were sold.
taken until a later date.
1st lieutenant or above and their
The covers of the albums pic- dates have been invited to atThe bids were accepted in two
groups, but the available money ture familiar scenes in and around tend a party in the lounge of
will not cover the cost of the Clemson, and short write-ups of the Clemson House to be given
by the Clemson chapter of Scabbuilding. The College feels that the Glee Club and the band.
bard and Blade during the inthe bids not accepted will serve as
termission of the Military Ball
a guide in future planning.
Columbia-Clemson
Friday night.
The base bid of $2,960,000 was
turned in by the Daniel Construc- Club To Hold
The 1954 Honorary Cadet
tion Company of Greenville, which
Colonel will be chosen from the
Drop-In
Party
is at the present time constructing
girls attending the drop-in.
The Columbia - Clemson Club
the new barracks at Clemson.
The Honorary Colonel's staff
Daniel's bid was $39,003 less than has announced that it will hold a will be chosen at various other
that turned in by M. B. Kahn drop-in during intermission of parties to be held during the inthe Saturday night dance. The termission. The Honorary SerCompany of Columbia.
This building is the next to arise club, composed of boys from Co- geant will be chosen from dates
in Clemson's long range building lumbia, is giving the drop-in in of members of the Executive
program. As soon as the neces- the lounge of the Clemson House Sergeants Club. The Honorary
sary money is available this pro- for all the members of the club Corporal will be selected from
gram will be started.
and their dates.
the dates of Pershing Rifles
members, and the Honorary
Private will be named from
Freshman Platoon members'
dates.
The selections will be announced after the intermission.
The Colonel and her staff will
Assistant Secretary of the Army Manpower and Reserve take part in the Mother's Day
Forces, Mr. Hugh Meglone Milton, II, will deliver the prin- ceremonies in May.

Glee Club Concert
Band Recordings
Placed On Sale

Bids On New
Agriculture
Building Held

Officers Party
Will Be Held In
Clemson House

H. M. Milton Will Address
Scabbard & Blade Banquet

cipal address at the Scabbard and Blade Banquet, Friday
night, April 2. at 7:00 p. m.

THE HON. HUGH M. MILTON, n
Assistant Secretary of the Army Manpower and Reserve Forces.
(U. S. Army Photo)

He was born in Lexington, Kentucky, on March 23, 1897, the son
of Hugh M. Milton, I, and Gordo
Howard Milton. He attended
public schools in Lexington and
was graduated from the University of Kentucky in that city in
1919, with a Bachelor of Science
degree. Three years later he was
awarded a degree of Mechanical
Engineer by the same institution.
Following a short period of
active military service as an enlisted man and officer in World
War I, Mr. Milton taught at Texas
A & M College, College Station,
Texas, from 1919 to 1924, where
he also did graduate work. In
1924, he joined the Engineering
staff at New Mexico A & M College at State College, New Mexico, where he served as Professor
and later as Dean. He became
President of that institution in
1938.
During World War II, Mr. Milton entered active Army services
a Reserve lieutenant colonel and
rose to the rank of brigadier general. He served principally as
Chief of Staff of the XIV Corps

in the, Pacific area and participated in five campaigns.
After his return to civil life
early in 1946, he became president of the New Mexico Military
Institute at Roswell in 7947 He
retained that position until his return to active military service in
1951, when he was named Executive for Reserve and Reserve
Officers Training Corps Affairs at
Army Headquarters in Washington, D. C. While serving in that
capacity, he was advanced to the
grade of major general. He retired on November 18, 1953.
Mr. Milton was appointed Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Manpower and Reserve Forces by
President Dwight D. Eisenhower
on November 18, 1953, and was
sworn into office the following
day.
Assistant Secretary Milton is a
member of the American Legion:
the Tau Kappa Epsilon and Mu
Phi Pi fraternities. He is a Mason (Royal Arch, Shrine, K. T.)
He is also a member of the Kiwanis Club.

UNIFORM NOTICE
Cadets are reminded that the
uniform will be worn to the
Friday night dance.
Veterans may either wear a
dinner jacket or a tuxedo. Seniors will wear the blouse with
white trousers and the sash
across the shoulders. Juniors
will wear the blouse with white
trousers and the sash attached
around the waist. Sophomores
will wear the Blouse with white
trousers. Pershing Rifles members may wear their white sash
around the waist. Freshman
must wear the blouse and wool
pants.

CORRECTION
The names of Robert E. Hunter,
pre-medicine senior of Clemson;
John C. Leutwyler, chemical engineering junior of Savannah, Ga.;
and William T. Jefferies, arts and
sciences major of Burlington, N.
C. were omitted from the list of
men who were taken into Phi
Kappa Phi in last week's issue of
the TIGER. The TIGER regretthis error.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Clemson Should Change
The Present Style Uniform
tor v~1f

THERE has been much discussion lately concerning the proposed change in the uniform.
Many of us favor a
change, while others of us have taken a negative attitude.
The first Clemson uniforms were high collared coats. These
were changed as time passed, and periodic changes were
made until the present uniform was adopted.
There are many good reasons to believe that a change in
the uniform would be desired by most students. We all want
good looking uniforms that are neat, economical, and up-todate. As time moves on, naturally, styles in clothes change.
So it should be with the Clemson uniform.
Those who oppose a change have one good argument in
tradition, but we feel the arguments in favor of a change are
stronger. By eliminating certain costly items of the uniform and adding others that are less expensive, yet just as
serviceable, uniform costs could be reduced.
The proposed changes in the uniform would give us an
outfit that we would be proud to wear.

Stay Away From Second
Barracks, Avoid Trouble
PLAY it safe. Stay away from the Second Barracks distruction area.
Many students have been crowding around watching
the demolition process and by so doing are placing themselves in a very dangerous situation. Tuesday one of the
crains broke under heavy strain as a large tank was being
lifted. The crain fell over onto the small parade ground,
but luckily no one was in the immediate* area to feel its
impact. But by crowding around the Guard Room ramp,
students are right in the middle of the danger fringe area. TALK OF THE TOWN
Don't let anything happen to you!
Stay away from the distruction area and avoid trouble.

The Tiger Apologizes
THE TIGER wishes to apologize to its readers for the editorial that appeared in last week's issue. Through an
oversight during our make-up process, the wrong article was
published.
In the future we will continue to try to bring to you good
journalism, and we will be more careful in avoiding mistakes.
IITTLI MAN ON CAMPUS

by Oick Blbler

"Ordinarily I don't go along; with 'student lesson planning', but
every now and then they come up with something pretty good."
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Two Dances, Baseball Game,Banquets
A nd Parties Featured
In Big Week-End
By Carroll Moore
IT'S HERE AT LAST
For the past few weeks, Clemson students have had nothing on their minds but
the big week-end that begins tomorrow.
Baseball games, banquets, intermission parties, two big dances and numerous houseparties are some of the things that have
been drifting through the students' minds
while they have been trying to concentrate
on their studies.
The plan, released to the students last
Tuesday, concerning how they may obtain
a ticket to both or either dance by signing
an I. 0. U. to Mr. A. J. Brown in the treasurer's office, was one that should help each
student now enrolled in Military Science.
What this plan really states i s that the
student body will simply be docked the
amount that he has borrowed when the
uniform checks are distributed. The treasurer's office will, advance the C:D.A. the
amount of money that the credit memos
show in order that the dance committee
may pay off the band after the dance.
Mr. Kluttz at Kluttz's Steak House has
announced that prices for meals would be
made as reasonable as possible during the
week-end, and also that he has $5.50 meal
tickets for $5.00 and $30.00 meal tickets for
$25.00. This $30.00 meal ticket might be a
pretty good deal for a group of students to
go in together on if they are planning to
eat together during the week-end.
Everyone has worked hard on this weekend to provide rooms for dates, cheaper
meals, a way of borrowing money for the
dance ticket, planning for banquets and
intermission parties, and decorating for the
dances. It should be one of the greatest
week-ends Clemson has ever had. L^.'s
all turn out and really live it up.
WATCH WHERE YOU PARK
With the demolition of second barracks
going- on this week-end, students are reminded to keep their cars off the small parade ground in order to insure against
them being damaged by falling bricks,
trucks and swinging cranes.

Another suggestion for parking cars this
week-end during the dance. Do not block
the cars already parked at the field house
by double parking. There is a big vacant
lot in front of the field house and another
on the north side where cars may be parked and not block other cars or be in danger
of getting fenders and doors smashed.
THE SEMESTER IS HALF GONE
I know that this issue is a bad time to be
talking about studies with the social activities on our minds, but we must realize that
we are at school for an education in more
fields than social. I was just looking at a
calendar and suddenly realized that we
have only EIGHT more weeks of school left
in this semester. Blue slips are in and
these next eight weeks will be ones to
either make or break us. The thing that
all of us are guilty of is waiting until two
weeks after the dance to get back down to
our serious studying. Next week is the
time to get to work on those reports, term
papers and other papers that we have been
putting off.
A LEADERSHIP COURSE
In looking through some of the Intercollegiate Press clippings, I ran across, this
item: Students who hold positions of leadership on the Oregon State College campus
and desire leadership training, have the opportunity of signing up each term for one
of its education courses. The class meets
one night a week for two'hours. Pre-requisite for this two-credit course is that
each student registering' hold a definite
leadership position- on the campus, or be
looking forward to such a position.
The class in .composed of discussions led by students rather than lectures
by the instructor. Each student presents
an analysis of his particular leadership position and a special report on a particular
phase of leadership.
This leadership course that I have mentioned is sorriething that I think would be
beneficial to Clemson as well as all schools,
as it would give valuable training for the
leaders of tomorrow.

A Word To The Wise
By Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chaplain
A wise man will hear, and will increase for a camping trip. If we can't be satislearning; and a man of understanding shall fied with seeing them five or six hours Friattain unto wise counsels: to understand a
day, Saturday, and all day Sunday, we had
proverb, and the interpretation; the words
of the wise, and their dark sayings. Prov. better marry the girl, because that's what
I call "true love."
1: 5, 6.
Another thing that we have got figured
It is getting late in the year, and there
wrong
is that we have to be drinking to be
are many things that we should have talkhaving
a good time. Most of us have tried
ed about but haven't. If you will stay
it
both
ways, and I am sure that we will
with me just a brief moment, he wili cover
confess
that we have more fun when we
another chapter for the books.
are
sober.
This week-end is to be one of the biggest
Another sore point with the boys, of
for many of us, and I hope that we will
spend it in such a way that we will be which we are all guilty, is that of cadets
proud to look back on it with pleasure in hanging out the windows and shouting in
years to come. Somewhere down the road order that they might be seen. It is very
most of us have gotten the idea that we seldom that we see a girl, but we've got
to learn to play it just a little bit more chilmust try to keep a girl out most of the night
ly. When we learn to let people like us
to have a big time, but that's not the case.
for what we are, and not for what we say
When we insist on the girl's staying out
we are, we will be a lot better off.
late, a hardship is created on the girl, the
people she is staying with, and us. The
Let's all live up to the true tradition of
girls come up here for the dance and not
Clemson Cadets.

Clemson-Winthrop To Consolidate;
New Campus Be Located in Cow pens
By Alan
PRIVILEGED
J was sitting around the TIGER office
tonight (Tues. 30, 1954) trying to find
something to write on. The telephone rang.
The call was for me. It was from President Poole. He asked that I come up to
his office for awhile. To tell you the truth,
I was scared. It is not often that Cadets
are called up to the Presidents office in
the middle of the night. I went. They were
having a Trustee meeting and all the wheels
on the campus and some that I had never
seen were present. Colonel Werner, Col.
Cookson, Col. Reed, and Col. Hicks were
there as representatives of the Military
department. The question at stake was
Clemson. The Legislature had approved a
consolidation of Clemson and Winthrop.
The meeting was to decide what the news
would mean to the students of this school.
I was asked "How do you think the students will take this—will they like it?" I
told them I didn't know right off hand. I
asked what the plans and ideas for this
momentous move were. Those plans I recorded for reprint here. The Legislature
(under strict secrecy) approved Doctor
Poole's suggestion to combine the two
schools. The new school is to be located
^at the historic sight of Cowpens, S. C. The
'building will start sometime early next
year, probably around January. The school
will be the utmost in modern design. There
will be separate campuses about a quarter of a mile apart. The" Legislature has chosen to keep the name of Clemson for the
new combination. The present campuses
of the two schools will be taken over by
the South Carolina correction committee
and will be used as penal institution. The
work started here for the new dorms will
not be completed in the prescribed fashion.
The new barracks will be cut short by some
500 rooms. The new school will have military as an option to those men and WOMEN interested in it. (Under the new
system, Dr. Poole informed me that the
girls attending the school will be able to
take military science and to be commissioned in the women's army corp upon
graduation if they so desire.) Fraternities
will be allowed (and actually encouraged)
on the new men's campus and sororities
will be allowed on the women's campus.
The students of both campuses will attend
class together in the all new classrooms. Besides the $50,000,000 the state is allocating
for the new grounds and buildings the
state is also adding an additional $2,500,000
to build a new stadium. The new campus
will have a combined YM-YWCA which
will have all the latest gymnasium equipment and an outdoor swimming pool surrounded by plate glass so that it can be
used in the winter time. The new campus
will cover an approximate area of about

Cannon
20 square miles. Since the new campus
will be so extensive the college will be
able to have their own extension stations
on the campus. This will also allow the
schools to have many new courses that are
not offered at the present time. Dr. Poole
said that the new school would most likely
have a medical school. The information
came so fast that I was dumfounded for a
second or two. I finally got around to
asking why the change. Dr. Poole said that
the present* campus, due to some envolvement would not be around too long. In
the next 10 years, he explained, the present campus would be under water because of the Hartwell dam project. In an
effort not to alarm anyone the news was
not given out earlier. In fact, the information was not given out in time for the paper ^to print an entire story of the news.
There will be complete coverage of the
momentous occasion in next week's issue
of the TIGER. I know that the above information is presented in a haphazardous
manner, but it is so confusing that I can't
get it all down straight in the time I have
to meet my deadline.
MORE GOOD NEWS
The Central Dance Association has announced that they will present anothei
dance. It will be the coronation ball for
the Queen of Clemson College. Publicity
manager, Carroll Moore, told me that they
had signed three bands for the occasion.
Here is the expected lineup: Ray Anthony
will play for the Friday night formal.
Duke Ellington will play for the Saturday
afternoon concert, and Jackie Gleason and
his famous orchestra will play for the Saturday night informal. The Clemson House
will be vacated so that students can keep
their dates there free of charge. The Tiger
Tavern will be open all night long on both
nights. There will be an expense free banquet given Friday afternoon for all students going to the dance. I urge everyone
to plan to attend the dance. The dates
are May 5, 6.
NOTHING NEW
The TIGER is changing it's name.
It p
will be known as the Laddies Home Jour- v
nal henceforth. It also will start appearing c c
5*
daily instead of weekly as under the present set-up.
I asked the Editor, Nadine
Green, to' give a-statement. He said, "J
think the Clemson students will like th.
new set-up. It will keep them up on ali^
activities as they happen. It will also contain several new columns such as a society
page, fashion page, and a child's care column. I hope that the students will like it."
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK:
THE ABOVE COLUMN IS WRITTEN
IN FUN. IN CASE SOME OF YOU HAVE
FORGOTTEN
IT'S APRIL FOOL'S
DAY
TODAY.
nite scouts

Disc-o-Pation

By Bill Caughman
Woody Herman and his Third Herd will where Bunny Berigan took his solo on ride
The same solo is still there,
soon be leaving for d European tour, too. trumpet.
note
for
note,
but it is played in unison by
Looks like everybody is making one. -At
the entire trumpet section which gives a
any rate, this one by Woodrow should be
terrific effect.
This is just the second
pretty good. On the 30-day tour, the 15time on records that an improvised jazz
man, plus singer Dolly Houston and feasolo has been played in unison by a partured instrumentalist Ralph Burns, will
ticular section. The first was on Woody
present a concert library that goes all the
Herman's recording of 99 Guys Have Eyes.
way back to Blue Flame, Woodchopper's
Proof is being offered by Kay Starr that
Ball, Amen and Golden Wedding. In prepshe
can sing any type of song. The Man
aration for the trip, Woody has added two
Upstairs
is a new, rhythmic sacred song
extra sidemen—Chuck Flores on drums
which is given a very nice reading by Kay
who replaced Joe MacDonald and Al (Porin her own inimitable style. She even duets
ky) Porcino, the trumpeter who felt more
with herself with "dub-ins" while the backdevoted to music than to retiring.
ing from the orchestra she gets is really
Harry James has added a few fine sidesolid.
men to his band also. So says James, "I'm
The Billy May band has come up with
out to form the greatest band in the counanother top tune, or I should say the Sam
try." More power to him. Last year he
Donahue-Billy May band. Sam is now the
made the headlines by signing up drummer
leader and front man and Billy arranges
Buddy Rich at a reported $40,000 a year.
This, according to James, was part of a the better part of the orchestrations with
Ray Anthony being the owner of the aglong-range program to build "the greatest
gregation. Boy are they mixed up! Getband in the country." The latest advancement of this plan was made recently when ting back to their latest on wax, it's entitled
Bill and Sam. It's of the same potency
he signed up two former stars who sparked
his band a few years ago. They are alto that made the original May band a hit [
man Willie Smith, who left James to go which leaves no more to be said.
A first-rate vocal by "Her Nibs" Miss
with Duke Wellington a couple of years
Georgia
Gibbs is My Sin. It's an old one,
ago, and tenor star Corky Corcoran. "You
but
freshened
up with a new arrangement
can't have a great band without great sideand
vocalist.
A
very appealing tune that
men," says James. "The dancing public is
has
possibilities.
beginning to recognize the instrumental
The new heart-throb Jeri Southern has
performers again, and now is the time to
push the interest for all it's worth. And her latest on wax out now. It's Autumn in
you can just pass the word to Les Brown My Heart. This smooth one is a poetic balthat Im after that 'Down Beat' Award for lad concerned with the seasons and Jove.
Best Dance Band this year." Sounds as Some fancy backing by the Tutti Canarata
group is present, but the velvet voice of
though ole Harry means business.
At present, the Tommy and Jimmy Dor- Miss Southern is predominant throughout.
Louis Armstrong has a mighty fine colsey team is doing right well with their
own fine band. Their new version of Ma- lection of jazz numbers available. Included, you'll find Chimes Blues, Froggie
rie is the greatest. It has quite a bit more
Moore, Just Gone, Canal Street Blues,
life than the old recording and one of the
Dipper Mouth Blues, Weatherbird Rag,
outstanding features of the platte is just
after the vocal. In the original, this is Mandy Lee Blues, and Snake Rag.
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INROLL FOR PROFESSORS
. . . How many times have you
taken an elective course with a
very interesting name only to have
it "murdered" by the professor?
Not often, perhaps, but often
enough.- Have you had courses
go flat, dead, dull, uninspiring,
and consequently, unfruitful . . .
by comparison with courses in the
same department?
The answer? Sign up for professors, not courses, You will
have limitations, and you will
have to get plenty of opinions
from more advanced students in
the department, but it's your own
education you must consider first.
If you don't like the name of
the course, but have heard many
favorable things about the professor, sign up anyway. Chances
are you will learn more by accident from a good professor than
you would learn from a dull one
on purpose. — Daily Colorado,
Univ. of Colo.—The Reflector
A COLLEGE STUDENT
Between the sinility of second
childhood and the light-hearted
leachery of the teens we find a
loathsome creature called the college boy. College boys come in
assorted sizes, weights, and states
of sobriety, but all college boys
have the same creed: to do nothing every second of every minute
of every day and to protest with
po>iintng noises (their great weainer) when their last minute of
male a is finished and the adult
ployn takes them off to the Emr Boarr lent Office or the Draft
Col'i.
.Tg^lege boys are found ev^rytearie—breakin6 train windows,
riots/16 down Soal posts, inciting
lov/ or JumP'n6 bail. Mothers
, . ■ them, little girls love them,
• 5/girls love them, middle-sized
f .s 16ve them, and Satan pro,; them.
college boy is laziness with

peachfuzz on its face, Idiocy with
lanolin in its hair and the Hope
of the Future with an overdrawn
bankbook in its pocket.
A college boy is composite—
he has the energy of Rip Van
Winkle, the shyness of a Mr. Micawber, the practicality of a Don
Quixote.
He likes good liquor, bad liquor, cancelled classes, double features, Playtex ads, girls on football week-ends. He is not much
for hopeful mothers, irate fathers,
sharp-eyed ushers, constables,
alarm clocks or letters from the
Dean.
A college boy is 'a magnical
creature—you can lock him out
of your heart, but you can't lock
him out of your liquor cabinet.
You can get him off your mind
but you can't get him off your
expense account. Might as well
give up; -he is your jailer, your
boss, and your albatross—a bleary
eyed, no-account, girl-chasing
bundle of worry. But when you
come home at night with only the
shattered pieces of hope and
dreams, he can make them mightily insignificant with four magic
words: "I flunked out, Dad."—The
Tulane Hullabaloo

Letters To
Tom Clemson

By Joe
Thirty years ago, the Clemson
tra'k team won 14 out of a possibe 15 first places to score 89
P°*ts and won its fourth conse'•ujve State Track Championship,
lan was second with 22 points
bwed by South Carolina with
[joints, and The Citadel with
points,
llemson set a new state and
bol record in the 440 yard run.
efty Smith, Clemson pitcher,
pd a ho-hit ball game as Clem' defeated the University of
faith Carolina 6 to 0 in a game
£ayed at Clemson.
♦

*

*

*

rwenty Years Ago:
Twenty years ago, it was determined that it would take a
person averaging 30 credit hours
a year-thirty years to take every
course offered at Clemson at that
time. It was also determined that
it would take • eighty-four years
for a person to receive separate
Degrees in all of the twenty-one
major courses that were offered.

Sponsors For TAPS Senior Staff

STOP AT

PATS PLACE
For
Open Til Midnight Nightly

Clemson, S. C.

Dear Tom,
I should like to praise a man
whom I think too little credit has
been given; a man who should
rank among the greatest men ever
to lead Clemson men. This man
of whom I speak' was one of the
finest men and the finest leaders
I've ever come in contact with.
His personality, leadership, and
j actions surpasses many outstanding leaders in any field. This man
| about whom I write is our past
Commandant, Colonel Forrest E.
Cookson.
Tom, I believe I knew him as
well, if not better, than any cadet
here at Clemson, and the high esteem which I hold for him is
based upon many contacts I have
had with him. As leader of the
Pershing Rifles, I had many problems to arise Which I always took
to Colonel Cookson, who was always willing to help the boys and
always found the solution. There
were several times when the "P.
R's." had financial difficulty and
again Col. Cookson t3id his best
to provide funds for us to make
THE MEANEST MAN!
the trips. Also, as a first serThe meanest man in the world | geant, I was called in to see Coloaward goes to some student at the nel Cookson about some of my
Long Island University. One day men; he would always ask MY
Jim X received news in the mail solution to the problem at hand
that he was in the army. He was and together we would work out
the most surprised man around a mutual agreement—one that was
since he had a deferment and was best suited for all concerned.:
having no trouble with his draft
I praise Colonel Cookson for the
board. It turned out that some fact that he believed an officer
"friend" had gone down to the re- who had responsibilities in the
cruiting office and signed him up. Cadet Corps also had AUTHORIIt took many blue faces and TY. I can remember the earlier
strained blood vessels to convince part of my college career when
the recruiting officer that he was the Cadet Company Commander
not the boy who signed his name had authority to restrict a cadet,
and that he did not want to go or give him privileges as he saw
in the army, at least not yet.—The fit (this was determined by the
Ram.
way the cadet proved himself as a
true Clemson Gentleman) . . . During this time I remember Colonel
Cookson had a minor disciplinary
problem in the cadet corps.
McCown
Tom, I wish every cadet knew
Newberry broke a 9 to 9 tie in how hard Colonel Cookson worked for the troops, the college, and
the last inning to defeat Clemson
11 to 9 in a game played at Clem- the Army Personnel under his
command; There is no doubt in
son.
my mind that he had the troops,
*
*
*
♦
the college, and the military staff
A Hoke Sloan Advertisement of behind him. I base this upon the
twenty years ago: "Warm weather fact that under his leadership we
is here, how about tailoring you had many bOys to graduate and
a double-breasted linen suit. Price go into the Regular Army, Be—$16.50.
cause, I feel, that many of thfese
boys wanted to be the officer that
he was.
Ten Year* Ago:
My idea of a good leader, Tom,
is
one who will stand up for his
The Clemson Recreational Reading Room of the Clemson Library men, maintain their respect, and
was officially opened. The read- at the Same time let his men play
ing room was furnished With an active part and have fln active
newspapers and current maga- voice in making decisions which
will affect them. Tom, Colonel
zines.
Cookson definitely had these
traits, these outstanding qualities
of a leaden I recall an incident
No general Alumni meetings
were scheduled to be held at which happened during our summer camp training. The Colonel
Clemson because of transpoftaheard that the Clemson boys
tion difficulties due to the War.
weren't getting their share of milk,
in the mess; he, therefore, had the
milk order increased to provide
The STARS AND STRIPES, an plenty for the boys.
Army publication, sponsored a
Even though this man Of whom
reunion of Clemson men stationed I write wasn't a Clemson graduin the European Theater of Opera- ate, he believed in the traditions
tions.
which all Clemson men hold so
dear as a MUST for Clemson.
When I saw this man leave this
school, Tom, it was like loosing a
father, one whom everyone liked
and respected, a person couldn't
help but like this man.
in closing, I would like to say
"Hats off to our past Commandant, a great leader and a great
person.
Sincerely,
Bill Bellamy '54

that Jerry (Jail Bird) Lyons is
that Billy (I'm a football playsinging "Little Brown Jug" these er) O'Dell is running Jackson a
days. How was it, mouthy?
close race for the biggest slouch
-O&C'Att (541
6n the campus.
that Jeep (I got the key) WarriJSi.AH *AYS—
ner and Tracy (I never wear my
that, it is time of the year to
uniform) Jackson must be bad in- start poisoning inse'cts. He (Oscar)
fluences.
hopes Frankle Webb finds a good
—06CAR SAYShole because they kill his kind
that Don (I room with hell first.
bent) Harrison wants everyone to
03CAH SATS—
know he made the Senior Platoon.
that the three sisters, Forney
He (Oscar) wonders why "Clean Nelson, "Speedy" Howell, and
Jean" Garrison didn't make it. Frank Gabrels will most likely be
Seems as though anyone can make at it again. He (Oscar) thinks
it.
they think it is bad to have a
-OSCAR SAVft
dance without a wild party.
-OSOAft SAVS
that John (Larry's exec.) Gibbs
that thfe baseball team qualified
is getting married soon. He (Oscar) says there's hope for every- all the way down to Florida.
-OSCAP SAYS
one now, even Enormous Enorthat all you ooobs had better
mous Andrishok.
OSCAR SATS
come to the dance, but be on your
that "Killer" Kane must be tak- toes for he (Oscar) will be there,
f
ng dancing lessons. He (Oscar) too.
;ays you should have seen him
Jitterbug the other night.

Jessie: I don't intend to be married until I'm 30.
Bessie: I don't intend to be SO
until I'm married.

Sandwiches and Shakes

When We Were Young
Thirty Years Ago:

Page 3

of speed and comprehension In
reading, and not knowing the correct procedure in attacking certain types of problems.
Something should be done, Tom,
and I think I know what can help
solve the problem. Another course
of study should be added to the
freshmen's curriculum which
would teach them how to read
faster, the arts of concentration,
how to budget time, and other
things that would help 'orientate
them to college life. If schools
with high scholastic standings,
like Duke and others see fit to include such a course, I know we
need it, too.
Tom, I don't mind your showing this letter to some of your
"big boys" here who ramrod this
outfit, but I doubt they will even
challenge the idea. They will
probably sluf it off by saying
"there is no such miracle course"
, . . "failure is due to poor high
school background or lack of
study" . . . "the curriculum is too
crowded now'. .. "there isn't even
a real problem" . . . etc.
Well, Tom, whether I'll be called a psychoceramic (crack pot)
for my beliefs Or not, I don't know,
but I believe what I have said
and hope you do also. Perhaps in
setting up a future curriculum you
could give this idea a plug.
Yours sincerely,
Gene Norris —'54

Representatives
Discuss Possible
Uniform Change
The recently appointed uniform
committee, composed of ten representatives from each class, met
on Saturday morning, March 27 to
discuss possibilities of a change
or an addition to the present
cadet uniform.
During the meeting some cadets
modeled several types of jackets
that were offered by the Uniform
Committee of the Military Department. These jackets were worn
around the campus by several cadets during the week previous to
this meeting foi criticism by the
Cadet Corps. At the meeting, the
committee had an opportunity to
examine each garment and see the
advantages and disadvantages Of
each.
Although no definite decisions
were made, the group narrowed
the list to three possibilities:
1. Modifications of the present
uniform.
. 2. Two Ike jackets to take the
place of the. blouse and maekinaw.
3. Some type of white Ike jacket to be worn with white duck
pants.
The committee has planned to
meet at a later date to look deeper into these suggestions, During
the meantime, a smaller committee has been chosen to investigate
other possibilities.
If there is to bev a change or
addition to the uniform, the cadets
will raise the question as to who
will have to buy this uniform and
when it will have to be bought.
This issue will be decided at a
later date.
The purpose of a change in the
uniform is to give the cadets a
cheaper uniform and more variety
in order to make the uniform more
desirable.

FLANNEL PANTS

$8.99 & 9.99
Regularly Priced
Up To

Sponsors for the Senior TAPS Staff at the
,TAPS Junior-Senior Ball Saturday night at
Clemson are (top row, left to right) Miss Esther
LaBruce of Columbia for Editor Dickie McMahan of Columbia; Miss Sylvia Holla-way of
Greenwood for Business Manager Ab Allen of
Wadesboro, N. C.j Miss Carol Fowler of
Greenville for L. D. Tankersley of Greenville;
Miss Mary Ann Lewis of Myrtle Beach for Ad-

vertising Manager Mac. Chapman of Cheraw;
(second row, left to right) Miss Betty Smith of
Campobello for Exchange Editor Dean Stansell
of Greenville; Miss Juanita Wilson of Anderson for Classes Editor Dave Shearer of Anderson; Miss Ann Lyons of Anderson for Sports
editor Henry Tindal of Greenville; Miss Ann
Curran Bridges of Charlotte, N. C, for Photographer George Morgan, Jr., of Greenville.

12 Cadets Are Taken In
Minor C Club March 23
The Minor 'C club held its forAlso, E. G. Andrews mechanical
mal initiation Tuesday night,
;
engineering
sophomore from
March 23, for twelve new memI
Greenville;
R.
E. Holman, civil
bers.
1
engineering sophomore from Flor•» The new members are P. P.
ence; W. S. Roberts, animal husHarrison, textile engineering
[ bantry sophomore from Gastonia,
freshman frpm Charleston; William Porcher, industrial physics IN. C; and L. G. McCraw, civil
freshman from Tabor City, N. C; engineering sophomore of Sandy
M. T. Braid, electrical engineer- Springs.
ing sophomore from North
The Minor C Club is composed
Charleston; J. T. Day, civil eni
of
members of the tennis, golf,
gineering sophomore from Summerville; J. E. Day, mechanical j swimming, and rifle teams, and
engineering sophomore from North cheerleaders.
Charleston; D. B. Luke, horticulDuring intermission at the Satture sophomore from North Au- urday night informal dance, the
gusta; J, E. Trulove, textile man- club will have an intermission
ufacturing junior, from Liberty. party at the Clemson House.

**f

Sure as the tortoise...

fast as the hare..;

and going Greyhound-

/{JJ/saveonfare!

SERVICE CARDS....
GOOD FOR GAS, OIL, OR ANY OTHER Sf RVICE

$11.00 Value Only $10,00

ARCHIES SERVICE STATION
Home for Easier...

by GREYHOUND
CHEVROLETi

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.
PENDLETON, S/C.
Complete Sales & Service
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR

CLEMSON BUS STATION
C. C. DuBose
Atlanta, Ga.
Charlotte, N. C.
Columbia, S. C. .
Richmond, Va.
Augusta, Ga.

$ 3.05
<. 3.40
3.05
. 9.00
3.60

Greenville, S. C. .
Asheville, N. C.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Charleston, S. C
Washington, D. C.

_
_
_
_
.

0.80
2.40
4.70
6.00
1.0.S5

All above prices, plus tax

GREYHOUND

Clemson, 8. C,
Dear Tom,
I guess you get tired of everybody complaining to you and
n^ver anyone praising Or exalting
your institution. Well, don't get
your hopes up, I, too, am complaining.
My complaint is this Tom, something should be done about the
low marks the freshmen are making. No, I haven't- cheeked the
files in the registrar's office to
see how many courses were flunked nor have I taken a census data,
but I have talked with a number
of the freshmen and concluded
that there is a real problem.
Of course the reasons they give
for failures vary, but the one given
most constantly is, "I don't know
| how to study". It doesn't take an
educational psychologist to know
not knowing how to study takes
several forms. Some of the forms
are: inability to budget time, lack

B:

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling

TIGER TAVERN
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

and
Many Other Nationally

Advertised Quality
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McLEES BROS.

NOW OPEN ALL DAY
OPEN ON THURSDAYS
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight

JEWELERS
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Tigs Split In Florida; Topple W & L Twice
Bengals Lose To
Ohio And Rollins
By John Duffie
Clemson's '54 baseballers dropped a 5-11 decision to Ohio
State Saturday to break even in their six-game week in
Florida. After splitting with the University of Florida on
Monday and Tuesday, the Tigers went on to defeat Patrick
Air Base 8-7, trip Ohio State's Buckeyes 7-4, lose to Rollins
0-3 and receive the 5-11 defeat from Ohio on Saturday.
CLEMSON 8 PATRICK AFB 7
Junior pitcher Ben Crosland
turned in a nifty relief job
Thursday in ihe Bengal's 8-7
win over Patrick. Crosland, taking over for starter Mickey Cone
In the second, allowed but two
singles in his eight inning stint
to get credit for the win.
Patrick scored their seven runs
in the first two ' frames. They
pushed across six in the first and
the other marker in the second.
Clemson rolled for two in the
second, four in the eighth, and
two in the ninth to come from
far behind to win.
Roy Coker and Don King
each had two for six at the plate
for the Tigs. Coker batted in
four runs while King banged
out a double. Wyman Morris
had two singles in four trips.
Forrest, Ellis and Crispino each
had two hits for Patrick.
PATRICK AIR BASE
Patrick
AB R H PO
Forrest, 2b
3 1 2 3
Ellis, 3b
-5 1 2 2
Herring, ss _
3
Montsdeoca, lb :
4
_4
Gresh, rf _ _.
_3
Balint, cf _ _
_3
Molland, If _
Crispino, c _ . __4
_1
Hooper, p _ _
_0
Welch, p
_1
Campbell, p _ .
Totals
Clemson
Coker, 2b
King, ss
Barnett, If
Kingsmore, cf
W. Morris, 3b _
Gaines, rf
Brown, rf
Crocker, rf
B. Morris, c
Hildebrande, c
Blackston, lb
Cone, p
Crosland, p

31
AB
6
6
4
5
.A
3
0
1
5
0
1
1
3

29
AB R
-5 2
-1 1
.0 1
_2 2
_3 0
.3 0
Jl 0
..0 0
_1 0
_.4 0
_3 1
..4 0

fffMMH
By Frank Anderson
—PREVIEW OF THE PROS?

. CLEMSON 0 ROLLINS 3
Rollins moundsman Bob Leader
did a thorough job of scattering
nine Tiger hits to become the
first to shut out Clemson in two
years.
Bubba Free gave up 5 hits
and two runs in five innings for
Clemson. Gene Compton relieved him and gave up one hit
and one run in the remainder of
the ball game.
Roy Coker and Wyman Morris
again led the stickmen. Coker
had three for five and Morris had
two for four including a double.
MacHardy, Rollins first baseman, rapped out two of the winners six hits.
Rollins scored twice in the fifth
and once in the sixth.
Clemson
AB R H A
Coker, 2b
^5 0 3 1
Crocker, ss
5 0 1 0
Barnett, If
4 0 0 0
Kingsmore, cf _ ,
3 0 0 0
W. Morris, 8t>
4 0 2 5
Gaines, rf
_4 0 1 0
Hildebrand, c
3 0 1 0
a-King
0 0 0 0
Blackston
3 0 0 0
b-Smith
1 0 0 0
Free, p
2 0 0 1
Compton, p
1 01 0
Pagilei, c
0 0 0 0
Totals
35
Rollins
AB
Brophy, cf .. _ _
_3
Hulihan, 2b
_4
Butler, If _ _ _ _ _4
Finnegan, c _
Vaucho, ss _ .
Helms, 3b „ .
MSeHardy, lb
Smith, rf
Leader, p _ .

0 9
R H
0 1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

7 7 27 14
R H PO A
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 1
1 1 3 0
0 0 1 0
0 2 4 0
0 0 2 1
0 8 0 0
0 0 0 0
2 1 1 1
Totals
32 3 6 7
0 0 2 0
a-Ran >r Hildebrand in 9th.
3 1 8 0
b-Popped out for Blackston in
0 0 0 0 9th.
4 1 0
c-Walked for Compton in 9th.
Score by innings:
Totals _
_29 8 10 27 9 Clemson —
_._000 000 000—0
Clemson
020 000 042—8 Rollins
000 021 OOx—3
Patrick
_
610 000 000—1
CLEMSON 5 OHIO STATE 11
CLEMSON 7 OHIO STATE 4
The next afternoon the Tigers
Ohio State came from behind
journeyed to Orlando where they twice to avenge an earlier loss to
split a double header. The Tigers the Bengals, handing Clemson a
took Ohio State in the opener 7-4 5-11 defeat.
behind the brilliant twirling of
Behind 4-2 the Ohians rapped
Billy O'Dell, but lost to Rollins starter Robby Saylors and rein the latter contest.
liefer Mickey Cone for eight big
Ohio State jumped to a two
runs in the fourth inning. Ohio
run lead in the top of the first
State had previously nullified a
frame, but Clemson countered
first inning 1-0 Tiger lead by
with three in the bottom half.
scoring twice in the bottom.
Ohio State grabbed their final
Clemson scored once in each
two in the firth. Clemson iced
the game with a big four run the first .and eighth and three
times in the third. The winners
rally in the bottom of the sixth.
• O'Dell allowed but four hits in added an insurance run in the fifbecoming the first Tig to go the th.
full distance on the mound. Only
Ohio State's Paul Ebert went
one State run was earned.
the route allowing seven hits
Three Ohio State hurlers met to take credit for the win. Farlittle success for the losers.
rell Owens followed Saylors
Tig centerfielder Doug Kings- and Cone to the mound for
more had a perfect three for three Clemson. Saylors was the loser.
to lead all hitters.*' Roy Coker
Willson, Ernst, , and Schnabel
followed him with a two for five.
had two hits apiece to lead the
Teinthal had two hits in three
northerners' stickmen.
trips for Ohio State.
Roger Gaines led Clemson with
OHIO STATE
two for three. Shortstop Barry
Ohio State
AB R
Crocker had a perfect one for one.
Ciminello, 2b
4 0
OHIO STATE
Ellis, 3b-ss
3 1
Ohio State
AB R
Wilson, ss-lf
2 2
Ciminello, 2b _ _ _ _4 1
Ernst, rf ..
4 1
Ellis, 3b .
_3
Feinthal, lf-3b
3 0
Wilson, ss
_2
Schnabel cf
_3 0
Mylander,
-2
Burns, lb
4 0
Feintheal,
_1
Wisler, c
3 0
Ernst, rf _ :
_3
Rut-schroer, p
0
Schnabel, cf
3
Roland, p _ _ _ _ _2
P. Burns, lb
..4
Masters, p
2
Wisler, c
a-Kelly
1
Ebert, p .
Totals
Clemson
Coker, 2b
King, ss _____
Crocker ss _ _
, Barnett, If .. _
Kingsmore, rf _
W. Morris, 3b _
Gaines, rf
-_
Hildebrand If _
Brown, rf
B. Morris, c _
Blackston, lb
O'Dell, p

Totals_ _ _ _ _ _26 11
Clemson
AB R
Coker, 2b _ ..
.5 1
King, ss
_2 0
Crocker, rs _ _ _ _ __1 1
Barnett, If ..
3 1
Kingsmore, cf
..3 1
W. Morris, 3b
4 1
Gaines, rf .. _
3 o
Hildebrand, c
..4 0
Swetenberg, lb
..2 0
Saylors, p
_ ..2 0
Cone, p ..
..o 0
Owens, p _____ _1 0
a-Pagliei _____! 0

Totals
.25 7 9
a-Struck out for Masters in 8th.
f-Walked for King in 6th.
Totals
31 5 7 8
Score by innings:
a-Fanned for Owens in 9th.
Ohio State
200 020 00—4 Clemson
103 000 10— 5
Clemson
300 004 Ox—7 Ohio State
200 810 Ox—11

Bill & Hallie's Drive - In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

Some of the more rabid golf fans at Clemson might find
it a good idea to travel out to Boscobel golf course to witness the match between the Clemson Tiger linkmen and
the golfers from Wake Forest College.
The chief attraction Friday afternoon will be Arnold
Palmer, number one man on the Deacon golf squad. Some
of you might remember that last Friday, the Wake ace shot
a 65 to lead the field, which include some top pros, in the
Azalea Open Golf Tournament in Wilmington, North Carolina. The collegiate ace finished the tourney as number
four behind three top pros.
Just back from a stint in the Coast Guard, Palmer set the
woods on fire with his golfing at Wake Forest before he
entered the service. In 1949 Palmer won the Southern Intercollegiate Championship and retained this coveted title
in 1950. These same two years, the Deacon flash won top
medalist honors in qualifying for the National Intercollegiate Tournament.
He,'s back in the college circuit again and promises to
turn in an exceptional performance for the season.
Incidently for those of you who are familiar with the
Boscobel Course, Coach Bob Moorman 'revealed a fact
which is of great interest to the Boscobel golfer.
Before Palmer entered the service, while traveling with
the Wake Forest linksmen, he landed,on the green of hole
number 12 in two strokes. Those of you who are familiar
with the long hole realize that this Is just short of phenominal.
—PHENOMINAL POWER PERFORMANCE
The Clemson Tiger baseballers gained a new name Monday and Tuesday afternoon as the "Kings of the Big Bats".
The marauders of Coach Bob Smith pounded across 41 runs
in a two game stint with the Washington and Lee Generals.
In the Monday fracas, the Bengals gathered 19 runs on
16 hits and in the second contest Tuesday, the Tigs pounded
out 19 hits for 22 runs.
Monday afternoon, the "Big Bats" collected three doubles,
one triple and one four bagger. Wyman Morris led in the
extra base department in collecting the only triple and.homer of the fracas.
Tuesday, the Tigs banked out one double, two triples, and
four circuit blows. Joe Brown looked especially effective
on his home run as he pounded the ball over deep left center field fence.
—FROSH FLASHES WORK
Coach Don Wade has cut his freshman baseball team
down to working size in preparing for their coming schedule. Many former stars head the list of hopeful frosh diamondmen.
Although Coach Wade has not reached a final decision on
his starting lineup, at present a fairly smooth infield combination featuring three frosh footballers and two of Coach
"Rock" NormanV baseballers have been working together.
Frank Griffith is presently running at the first base position while Rock Stone looks good on second.
Howard
Thomas, Charlie Bussey and Dick DeSimone round out the
infield group.
Heading the pitching staff for the Baby Bengals will be
Don Shealy, prep ace from Chester, South, Carolina. While
in high school Shealy pitched a number of no-hit ball games
and starred at other positions on the field as -well.
If practice weather keeps up as it has the past few days,
the frosh should be well ready for their initial fracas.

The Bengals won the contest on 22 runs and
19 hits. (TIGER Sports Photo by Jack Trimmier).

Diamondmen Show Power
Hitting In Double Win
Humphries Unveils Hurling
Talents In Early Games
By Roger Yike
The Clemson diamondmen
displayed their power at the
plate as they blasted the
Washington and Lee Generals for 19 hits and 41 runs in
a two game home stand on
last Monday and Tuesday afternoons on the % Tiger diamond. Sophomore Leonard
Humphries pitched his way
to his first- win of the season
on Monday, and junior Ben
Crosland turned in a neat
seven hit game to win his
second contest of the year on
Tuesday.
Fireballer Humphries went all
the way for the
Tigs on the
mound as they defeated the visiting club by the score of 19 to
4. Leonard, who pitched two
good relief roles during the Benbal's Florida trip, allowed 11 hits
and struck out seven General
batsmen. He only walked two
men and aided his own by hitting two singles to drive in three
runs.
Bad fielding in the eighth
and ninth innings by his teammates
prevented
Humphries
from pitching a possible shutout. The Tigers committed
three miscues during the contest.
Third baseman Wyman Morris
was the big man at the plate for
the Clemson team as he pounded
out a triple, and a homerun in
four official trips at bat. He also

played an excellent game afield.
Doug Kingsmore got three for
five while Coker, Shealey, and
Bobby Morris contributed their
share with two hits apiece.
Lindsey, the General's shortstop, collected three hits at five
official trips to the plate to
lead the visiting ball club in
that department.
The speedy Bengals stole five
bases, but left a total of 13 men
stranded on the sacks.
Washington and Lee starter
Steve Schlossman was touched
for four unearned runs in the
first three innings. The Bengals
pushed across one tally in the
first frame and added three more
in the third.
The Tiger bats began to speak
in the fifth inning. The Bengals
got to Schlossman for five
runs in that inning. In the sixth
the tiring Schlossman was
touched for two more runs,
mainly due to his wildness.
Schlosman was relieved in the
seventh with two away by Keps.
The General's starter had walked
seven men, struck-out four, and
given up 12 hits.
Keps tired quickly in the eighth
frame and allowed the Bengals
six more runs. He only gave up
one hit during this time, but was
very wild. Cullers took over to
finish the game.
• The outstanding play of the
game was made by Bill Barnett,
Tig left fielder. He threw a perfect strike across the plate to
catcher Bobby Morris to catch a
Washington and Lee baserunner
and prevent a score.

Summary of Monday gamer
Wash. & Lee
AB R H A
Benham, 2b
5 0 1 2
Lindsey, ss
5 0 3 0
Moody, c
5 0 1 2
Freeman, cf
5 0 1 1
Callaway, lb
4 0 0 0
Wouters, If
3 1 1 0
Hamric, 3b
4 1 1 1
Baker, rf
,..4 1 2 0
Schlossman, p _ _ ..1 0 0 1
Kops, p
1 111
Cullers, p
0 0 0 0
a-Taylors
1 0 0 0
Totals.. _ _
Clemson

-38
AB

Coker, 2b
Shealey, 2b ._
Crocker, ss
King, ss
Barnett, ,lf
Pagliei, If
Kingsmore, cf _
Roberts, cf
W. Morris, 3b
Smith, 3b'
Gaines, rf
Brown, rf
B. Morris, c
Maloney, c
Swetenberg, lb
Blackston, lb
Humphrey, p _.

.0
2
..0
_4

4 11

8

R H A
2
2
1
0
1
0
3
0
2
0
0
1
2
0 0
0 0
2 0
1 2

0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Totals.._ __ __ _.37 19 16 9
A-Taylors grounded out
for
Cullers in 9th.
W. & L.
000 000 013— 4
CLEMSON
103 052 17x—19
TUESDAY GAME
Robbins, first General hurler,
gave up only one hit in the first
and second frames of Tuesday's
game, but the Bengals power-hitters erupted in the third to score
13 runs and put the game away
for their fourth victory of the
year. Skolnick relieved Robbins
in the third with no outs and
went the rest of the way, giving
(Continued on page 6)

The netmen of Clemson t#umphed in their second match of
the young season by downing the
Erskine racqueteers on the Tigers'
courts by the score of 8-1.
The Tigers swept all of the
doubles matches from the Fleet,
and lost but one of the singles
games.
Khin Si, the number one man
for the Bengals, returned to his
old form of last year, and downed
his opponent, Bob Brown in two
successive games. Si volleyed to
6-2, 6-1 victories to chalk up the
first game towards victory for the
netmen from Tigertown.
Dick James had the easiest
time of all the Tigs as he won
his two sets by the score of 6-0,
6-0. He teamed up with Si to
take the doubles match from
Cleambey and Brown by the
scores of 6-1, 6-2.
Gene Moxley, Billy Seabrook,
and Chandler Kinsey all added
wins to the Bengal victory column.
Moxley, this year's captain and
number two man on the ladder,
defeated Marshall Parker in tw'
sets 6-3, and 6-4.
Seabrook defeated Ray Ki*u? Jl
successive sets while Kinsey. was •
ilkerdoing the same to Jimmy W
son.
Clemson racqueteers M^jpxley
and Angus Lander combined talents to take their doubles
from the Flying Fleet's comb'
tion of Parker and Parker. Ki^se7
and Seabrook easily won z^*
doubles match from King and
Treece of Erskine by the score
6-0, and 6-1.
Bob Parker of Erskine was, the
(Continued on page 6)
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CLEMSOti
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.

*

*

*

*

T*T

.. Friday—Saturday
APRIL 2&3

"TAZA,SON
COCHISE"
In Technicolor
ROCK HUDSON
and
BARBARA RUSH

-k * * * *

Monday—Tuesday
APRIL 5 & 6

II

TENNESSEE
CHAMP"
SHELLY WINTERS
and
KEENAN WYNN
In Technicolor

• •••••
Wednesday—Thursday
APRIL 7 & 8

"RIDERS TO
THE STARS"
WILLIAM LINDIGAN
and
MARTHA HYER

It's a Landslide! Arrow
"Oxfords" Voted Style Kings
Large majority of collegianfavor trim good looks of
Arrow "Gordon Dover Button-down"

ASK ANY GOLFER WHO OWNS
A SET OF SYNCHRO-DYNED CLUBS!
Hundreds of unsolicited testimonials from amateur golfers
tell the same story on Spalding Synchro-Dyned woods and
irons — golf's more fun now and a lower-scoring game, too!

under the WORST CONDITIONS
"Chrome Clad" STEEL TAPES
are preferred by engineers
When you go out on the job, you want the most durable steel
measuring tapes you can get—Lufkin "Chrome Clad." The
iet black markings won't wear off, for they are bonded to
the line ond protected by multiple electroplatings that further
build up Hie fine tape steel from which the line is made. The
resulting line is heavier, stronger, and most rust and corrosion
resistant. It is easier to read, easiest to clean, and won't surface crack, chip, or peet. Only Lufkin tapes are available with
Chrome Clad.

THI JUFKIN RULE CO.
Saglnow, Michigan
Ttw luflu* tut* Co_ Saglnow, Mick?$m
Meat* s«n<f m* r©ur illustrated catalog ef neewrTnt
topes ond rules*
Nora*

Hardware

ANDERSON, S. C.

Tiger second baseman Roy Coker slides safely
into third base against the Washington and Lee
Generals in the Tuesday afternoon contest.

for Hie BEST SERVICE

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Sporting Goods

Racquetters Trounce
Erskine Nellers 8-1

^-^

t

You'll see why the first time you play these advance-design
clubs. Your shots are easier to control, your swing is freer,
your timing more uniform — because every wood, every
iron has the identical contact feel!
Have your Spalding dealer fit you now.

"Lasting good looks" was the main reason cited
for the overwhelming popularity of Arrow
Oxfords. These fine shirts .. . which retain their
fresh good looks all day long ... are available at
all Arrow dealers — in white or colors.

ARROW

»»From* Tap*

rstv
803

TtADE®MAMC

SPALDING
Synchm-Dyned
BOBBY JONES*

JIMMY THOMSON*

WOODS & IRONS

WOODS

♦ MEMBERS OF _FA_DlN« ADVISORY STAFF

SHttTS • ms • UNMKWIAt - HAMMOEKHIfK * SPOftTSWtAft

C. D. A. Sponsors

"We Were Objects Of Curiosity"

LEONARD HUMPHRIES

Humphries
Catches Eye
Of The Fans
By Frank Anderson
In the early stages of the
Clemson Tiger baseball schedule, a bright new star has
appeared on the list of "who
to watch this year" in the Tiger lineup. Leonard Humphries, a sophomore hurler from
Sumter, has already caught
the eye of Tiger supporters.
"Hump" began his diamond ac
tivities while a yearling in high
school at Sumter. Pitching two
years for the prepsters ,Leonard
posted a phenominal record of 12
wins against a single setback.
While in high school, Leonard
also was on the mound staff of
the Sumter Junior American Legion ball club. During his first
season on this club, the team won
its way to the 1950 state championship and on to the Regional
playoffs. "Hump" wound up his
American Legion career the next
summer after notching many vie
toiies for his club.
As a freshman last season,
Leonard was one of the standouts who gained a berth on the
varsity traveling club. Due to
lack of experience, the talented
hurler appeared in but two varsity contests, both of which he
played a relief role. In his one
starting assignment last year as

(Editor's Note: This is the
first in a series of six articles
by Dean Schoelkopf, editor of
the Minnesota Daily and one of
seven American college editors
who have returned from a threeweek tour of the Soviet Union.
—A. C. P.)
By DEAN SCHOELKOPF
Editor, Minnesota Daily
The first Russians I saw were
soldiers. Six of them—all armed
—climb aboard our plane as soon
as it landed in Leningrad airport.
A senior lieutenant of the Red
army marched forward in the
plane and looked quizzically at
the seven American students
dressed in strange furry caps and
coats. He raised his right hand
in salute and addressed four or
five sentences in Russian to the
other passengers.
Then he turned to us and said
in English, "Passports". After we
had showed him our visas, the
other five soldiers stepped aside
to let us leave the plane.
We stepped into the chilly,
three - above - zero weather and
were met by a young, Englishspeaking official of Intourist, the
official Russian travel agency. He
welcomed us to the Soviet Union
and told us that we would be met
in Moscow by other Intourist representatives.
But the warmth of his reception didn't erase the apprehension we had when the six soldiers boarded our aircraft. The
a frosh, Leonard gained a victory
over Slater in an exhibition
game.
Last
summer
Humphries
made headlines for himself in
pitching a great brand of ball
for the Sumter Jets of the
Palmetto League. While twirling for the Jets, "Hump" posted a great 10-2 record and
landed a spot on the league allstar team. George Brodie. regular first baseman for Clemson last year, who played for
Hartsville in the same league,
said, "Leonard was tops in the
Ieagne in my estimation." ___
With the arrival of the 1954
collegiate baseball season, Bengal coach, Bob Smith, revealed
great expectations of the young
right-hander. So far this season,
Coach Smith's expectations have
not been in vain.
While in Florida, Leonard took
over in relief in the first contest
with the Florida Gators and
finished the remaining two innings of the contest. In the
Tigers second contest in Florida,
Humphries was again called to
save the day. He held the Gators
to one run in his six inning stint,
but the lead already piled up by
the opposition won the ball game
for them.
While in Florida,
"Hump" received no decisions.
Immediately after the Florida trip, Humphries received
the starting nod against the
Washington and Lee Generals
(Continued on page 6)

Second Semester Exam Schedule
May 29-June 4
Examinations for this semester will be held according to the
schedule indicated below. Unless otherwise indicated by the
professor concerned, the examination for each course will be
held in the regular classroom or laboratory.
Examinations in subjects which meet
will be
SMWF
will be
8TTh 9S
will be
9MWF
will be
9F
will be
9M
will be
9TTh 10S
10MWF
will be
lOTTh US will be
will be
UMWF
will be
11F
11M
will be
UTTh 12S will be
will be
1MWF
will be
2MWF

held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
held
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Thursday, April 1, 1954

8-11 a.m.
1-4 p.m.
8-11 a.m.
8-10 a.m. .
10-12 a.m.
1-4 p.m.
8-11 a.m.
1-4 p.m.
8-11 a.m.
8-10 a.m.
10-12 a.m.
1-4 p.m.
To Be Arranged
8-11 a.m.

Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Friday

strange welcome was but the
first of many unusual situations
we were to encounter.
During the next 22 days in the
USSR, we were to travel more
than 5,000 miles by air, train, and
car. We were to talk to students
in their schools, workers in their
factories, farmers in their homes
.and directors and managers in
their offices. During that time we
detected absolutely no feeling of
hostility to us personally.
Early in our trip, one of the two
interpreters who travelled with us
throughout the country asked us
why we had come to Russia. W'3
told him the answer was simple.
Early last fall a few American
college editors met at a student
press convention (the ACP conference in Chicago) and decided
they wanted to see this country,
so little understood in the United
States.
We applied to the Soviet embassy in Washington for visas,
and within three weeks Moscow
granted permission. The American state department issued passports December 2, and on Christmas Day we boarded a plane for
Russia.
Students at Stalin University
in Tbilisi asked us who was paying for the trip. When we told
them we financed the trip ourselves, one blue-eyed coed said
in perfect English, "Ooh, you
must be very rich."
"Bourgeosie," shouted a black-

The special schedule for the subjects indicated above has been arranged in accord with the provision that where there are more than
four sections of the same freshman subject, the schedule committee may be requested through the department head to schedule a |
group examination. If there are any additional requests under this
provision, such requests should be submitted to the schedule committee.
Examination in laboratory work, if required, will be held at the
last meeting of the laboratory class. No gther examinations, special or otherwise, will be held prior to 8 a. m., Saturday, May 29.
No military inspection will be held on May 29. The regular
schedule of classes for this semester will continue until 12 noon,
May 28.

len held for us.
We had differences of opinion
on almost every issue, and in that
respect we provided a striking
belonged to the Stevenson clan.
The embassy there operates under tremendous handicaps. Practically no contact is permitted
with the Russian people. Mail,
which moves through the Russian
postal system, is opened before it
reaches the embassy. All telephones are assumed to be tapped.
Wires and miniature microphones
have been found in the walls.
Russian police guard the entrance to the embassy 'round the
clock, ostensibly to protect the
Americans but more likely to
prevent any Russian from entering-.
A policeman is on almost every
corner in the cities. But a sight
even more common that that of
policemen is that of Russian soldiers. We saw Red troops everywhere we travelled. It was not at
all unusual to see a platoon of soldiers with machine guns or rifles
on their backs walking down the
main street of a town. Russian
soldiers travelled on the trains we
rode, and from our train window
we once saw infantrymen running
and falling in the snow—on the
rifle range—and at mortar practice.
We were told not to take pictures which included soldiers,
bridges, ports or airfields, and our
cameras were taken away when
we traveled by air.

University Of
Vienna Summer
School Opens
The University of Vienna Summer School at Schloss Traunsee,
Gmunden, Austria, will offer
courses open to American students
from July 26 to September 5.
Designed to promote better understanding between Europeans
and Americans, -the curriculum
will include law and political
science, liberal arts, and German
language. Courses .will be conducted in English. To be eligible
for entrance to the three or sixweek courses, American applicants
must have completed at least two
years of college work by June.
Closing date for admission is May
30.
An opportunity for summer
study combined with outdoor vacation life at a mountain lake, the
school is held at the nineteenth
century castle of Traunsee on the
shore of a lake in Austria's Salzkammergut district. In addition
to course work, the summer
school's $200 tuition will include
trips to Salzburg and the festival,
and to nearby places of interest.
Students will also be able to arrange an excursion to Vienna.
Eight Scholarships are available
to well-qualified students who
would be unable to attend the
summer school without financial
assistance. Applicants for these
awards or for general admission
should write to the Institute of
International Education, I East
67th Street, New York City. The
Institute is screening applications
for this program in the United
States.
Another summer school program administered by the Institute is the Summer Schools at
British Universities. Closing date
for application to this course is
April 7. March 24 is the last date
to apply for transatlantic passage
arranged by the Institute.

June 1
June 1
June 2
June 2
June 2
June 2
May 29
May 29
May Si
May 31
Suspicion is like a pair of dark
May 31
May 31 glasses—it makes all the world
look dark.
June 4

Examinations in subjects which meet for four or five hours
a week, e.g., 8MTWThF or 8MTThF, may use either the period
designated for MWF group or the period designated for the
TThS group. The choice of which period is to be used should
he made by the professor of the department concerned and announced to the students.
Examinations in AS 110, CE 101, Chem 101, Chem 102
Engl. 100, Engl 101, MS 102, TH 464 and Zool 101 will follow a special schedule:
1-4 p.m. Thursday
June 3 To Be Announced
AS 110
June 4 College Auditorium
1-4 p.m. Friday
CE 101
8-11 a.m. Thursday
June 3 College Auditorium
Chem 101
June 3 College Auditorium
8-11 a.m. Thursday
Chem 102
June 4 To Be Announced
8-11 a.m. Friday
Engl 100
June 4 To Be Announced
Engl 101
8-11 a.m. Friday
June 3 To Be Announced
1-4 p.m. Thursday
MS 102
May 29 To Be Announced
TM 464
7-10 p.m. Saturday
Zool 101
1-4 p.m. Friday
June 4 Agric. Auditorium

haired lad.
Our group was anything but
bourgeosie. Most of us had financed the trip through loans—in
that respect we were alike. Politically, we were miles apart. Two
of our group were Taft men, one
supported Eisenhower, and four
contrast to the Russian students
we met, who agreed on almost
everything in the area of religion,
economics, politics and government.
Arguments on these subjects
erputed frequently during our
talks with Russian people. There
were few things we could agree
on—but through it all they remained completely friendly to us.
Almost i verywhere we were
objects of curiosity. Cosmopolitan Muscovites, more accustomed to visiting delegations,' paid
less attention to us than their
countrymen in southern Russia.
In many areas we were the first
Americans the Soviet citizens had
ever seen. They followed us in
the streets and crowded around us
if we stopped to take a picture.
It was not unusual to stop in a
department store to buy a gift,
and then turn around to find from
25 to 150 Russians crowded about.
- The only other Americans we
saw in Russia were at the United
States embassy in Moscow. We
met ambassador Charles Bohlen
three times during our stay, once
at his Spasso house residence during a luncheon he and Mrs. Boh-

Sponsors for the Senior Staff of the Central
Dance Association for the Military Ball and
TAPS Junior-Senior Ball being held at Clemson Friday and Saturday nights, April 2 and 3,
are (top row, left to right) Miss Pinky Riley of
Bennettsville for President Bill Collins of
Georgetown; Mrs. Tobey Clemons of Kershaw
for Secretary-Treasurer Tobey Clemons of
Kershaw; Miss Bess Macomson of Spartanburg
for Placing Chairman Cecil Brown of Spartan-

burg; (second row, left to right) Miss Sara
Bishop of Greenville for Publicity Chairman
Carroll Moore of Greenwood; Miss Ryland
Blakey of Greenwood for Floor Chairman Ambrose Easterhy of Greenville; Miss Janet Crawford of Clemson for Decoration Chairman
Haynes of Orangeburg; Miss Sybil Anderson
of Columbia for Alternus Bob Cunningham of
Columbia. Music for the dances will be furnished by Tony Pastor and his orchestra.

VISIT THE

CLEMSON BOOK STORE
FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES
• **
Bengal catcher Bobby Morris blocks a Washington and Lee baserunner from home plate as he tags him out. Bill Barnett made
a sensational throw into Morris from left
field for the put-out.
(TIGER Sports Photo by Jack Trimmiei1.)

Two Day Dairy
Clinic Conference
Held In Clemson
The
two - day
Southeastern
Dairy Clinic ended at the Clemson House last week to round out
the discussions of plant operations, public relations, price supports, and self help programs.
R. D. Steer, Greenwood specialist
with the Clemson College Extension Service Department presided over the programs.
The programs were designed
with the Dairy Farmer in mind.
The topic-, of discussion were
based on 1-nowledge needed by
the farmers in order to run a
dairy farm more profitably. The
different problems which confront the dairy farmer were discussed by Mr. Sullivan of the
USDA, Washington. He gave a
talk on fluid milk prices and the
different vays to support prices
on the milk.
The program was attended by
farmers from all over the South-

east, who heard many men, each
a specialist in his field, give interesting talks On food and price
controls.
John G. Seibel, manager of the
Roanoke, Va. Co-operative Milk
Producers Association, was elected president. He succeeds S. L.
Hammack of Greenville, manager
of the Palmetto Dairymen's Federation.

ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS MAY BE
EASILY FOUND AT

L C MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
CLEMSON, S. C.

ITS ALL A MATTER OF TASTE
When you come right down to it, you
smoke for one simple reason . .. enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
Marilyn SerS""*

V

1* that whtdh a^ontfiend,

Two facts explain why Luckies taste
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco ... light, mild, goodtasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are actually made better to taste better . . .
always round, firm, fully packed to draw
freely and smoke evenly.
So, for the enjoyment you get from
better taste, and only from better taste,
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
carton of • better-tasting Luckies today.

William »«?*
Holy Crow CoH«S»

TURNER'S SERVICE STATION
Gulfpride Motor Oil

Washing

Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline — —
Greasing
LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAY

SERVING THE BEST IN—

HAMBURGERS STEAKS
HAMBURGERS & CHEESEBURGERS
7-UPS

COKES
ICE CREAM

DAN'S
OPEN 11 A. M. TO 12 MIDNIGHT

COPR., TM« AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

>Miul«ii,idUiu<mctt, wares Iwwfaidraff. Get WiHnxrt Crean-M, Hwrfie! Low » 2H-

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER

CLEANER,
FRESHER,
SMOOTHER!
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Old Second Barracks Next To Yield To Progress
After...

New Barracks Will Before...
Replace Old Building mt:

By Lawrence Starkey
While wandering through the South Carolina Room at
the Library the other day, I discovered a 1901-02 Clemson
College Catalogue. When I thumbed through to the section
headed "Buildings and Grounds", this is what I read: "The
growth of the college has necessitated the erection during
the past year of an additional barracks building. The building
is 199 by 42 feet and contains 82 rooms. This building is
heated by steam and lighted by electricity, and has an abundant supply of spring water. The bath rooms and closets
are located in brick buildings apart from the barracks and
connected with them by covered gangways."
At least we can appreciate the
fact that even Second Barracks
has been modernized some since
its erection. However, no one can
deny that it was expensive to
maintain and was almost a fire
trap.
A visitor on our campus recently said, "If they don't tear it down
pretty soon, it's going to fall
down."
Although slightly exaggerated, there may be some
truth in this statement.
In every Clemson College yearbook for the past half-century and
in almost every catalogue, Second
Barracks has been one of Clemson's beauty spots. Its picture
has been recorded over and over
again by both amateur and professional photographers, but no
matter from what angle the picture is taken, it has always produced the same staid scene of
beauty.
But no longer will the "Ole Second" glow in the softness of dawn;
no longer will it slumber in the
shadows of twilight. For now a
giant machine is pounding on her
brick walls with irregular beats—
beats perhaps comparable to those
of the "old grads" who look on
and hate to see her go. This
pounding in my mind represents
Progress trying to enter. The "Ole
Second" doesn't want to yield,
but she must. The falling boards
clashing against one another
would remind one of the tramp of
past battalions who have come
back to haunt this scene of destruction.
Lest I paint too dreary a picture, this structure, although once
one of the most modern in the
state, is now outmoded and a hazard to both study and safety.
Built in 1901, it is one of the oldest buildings on the campus.
In the "Oconeean", which was
the TAPS of 1903, Henry Tillman,
then a . Clemson senior, wrote,
"The student body has increased
and so many people have made
applications to enter in the past
few years that the Trustees have
built another barracks so that the
two together can now accommodate 600 boys. It is the writer's

PROGRAM FOR
(Continued from page -1)
dante cantabile, brings a clarinet
melody, "Francesco tells the story
of her love for Paolo . . . The turmoil of Hades is renewed. Conclusion."
"Francesca, daughter of Guido,
da Polanta, Prince of Rimini, was
given in marriage to Giovanni
Malasesta, a noted soldier, but a
cripple and ill-favored. Giovanni's
brother, Paolo, was loved by his
sister-in-law and loved her in return. Giovanni, surprising the
two in an embrace, slew them and
coldly went about his daily business. The two lovers were buried
together in one grave, amid the
lamentations of the countryside."
The Fantasy was an immediate
success and was first produced on
March 9, 1877, conducted by Nicholas Rubenstein.

RACQUETTERS
(Continued from page 4)
only man of the Flying Fleet team
who was able to break into the
win column. He defeated Phil
Nickles by the scores of 6-1 and
8-6.
Summary:
Si (C) defeated Brown, 6-2, 6-1.
Moxley (C) defeated Parker,
6-3, 6-4.
James (C) defeated Grier, 6-0,
6-0.
Parker (E) defeated Nickles,
6-1, 8-6.
Seabrook (C) defeated King,
6-2, 6-3.
Kinsey (C) defeated Wilkerson,
6-1, 6-0.
Si and James (C) defeated
Brown and Cleambey, 6-1, 6-2.
Moxley and Lander (C) defeated Parker and Parker, 6-3, 6-4.
Kinsey and Seabrook (C) defeated King and Treece, 6-0, 6-1.

hope that Clemson may continue
to grow and prosper, and I feel
safe in saying that if she does, it
will not be many years before her
name will be a synonym of success and prosperity."
Although I haven't talked with
Mr. Tillman, I believe that when
he sees our handsome, scientifically designed dormitory group
when completed, he will- agree
that his highest hopes have been
answered. Clemson's dormitory
will be one of the finest in the
nation. The portion now comSECOND BARRACKS BEFORE AND AFTER .... the demolition crew began its work. Last Friday the 54 year-old landmark felt the blows of the boom as it was lowered
pleted has already been praised
to make way for another section of the college's new $4,590,000 dormitory project. Students residing in Old Second have already moved into the completed portion of the project.
for its simplicity in design, sweeping horrizontal lines, and long
The old building represented the college's first attempt to dress up its barracks. The columns and porches were features of the demolished, building. (Tiger Photo by Trimmier)
banks of windows. The total construction will be completed and
man Voters from South Carolina
ready for occupancy on September
since 1951.
13, 1954.
Mrs. Simons' talk dealt with
With the fall of Second Barracks
Mrs. Albert Simons, president the work of the League of Woman
goes part of the old Clemson, but
Everything in
The Charleston County Club's of the League of Women Voters, Voters and the responsibility of
The National Textile Manufacwe realize that it is a necessity.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
spoke
to
the
Clemson
Woman's
Scholarship
Committee
is
making
women as citizens of the United
Now we can wait anxiously for turing Society held its regularly
ANDERSON. S. C.
preparations for the scholarship Club this afternoon at 3:30 in States.
scheduled meeting last Tuesday
the new Clemson.
A sub-committee of the J. E. to be given to a high school boy in the Clemson House.
night in joint session with the
Mrs. Simons is a native of
textile manufacturing and textile Sirrine Textile Foundation visited the top 3% of his class. The senDIAMONDMEN
chemistry students with mill rep- the Clemson School of Textiles on ior chosen will receive a $100 Charleston where she has been
(Continued from page 4)
pctive in
the P.T.A., Junior
scholarship to Clemson.
resentatives from the upper part
up 116 more runs as the Tigers of South Carolina.
Monday, March 29. The memThe examination for the schol- League, Red Cross, Welfare
triumphed by the score of 22-2.
The speaker for the program bers of the sub-committee con- arship will be given May 1. The Council, and other worthwhile or—E ngineei s—
Four home runs, three mis- was a representative of the In- ferred with Dean H. M. Brown club will give a variety show to ganizations. She has served as
cues by the Generals, and a total ternational Chemical Company.
and made a tour of the Textile help raise money for the scholar- President of the League of WoSOUTH CAROLINA
GREENVILLE
of 19 hits by the Bengals was
The club is initiating 28 new Building. Various plans for aid- shop.
composed of the old members and
the combination that won the members into the club this week.
ing the Textile School were disThe scholarship committee is the faculty advisors.
ball game for Clemson.
Members are reminded that the cussed.
Crosland, who won his secnext meeting of the club will be
The Sirrine Foundation was esond victory of the season, alheld April 13, at which time the tablished some years ago by texlowed the Generals only seven
new officers will be elected. tile firms operating in South Carhits and walked only three
Everyone is urged to be present. olina for the purpose of helping
during his nine inning stint on
to better textile education at
the mound. He also collected play of the game.
Clemson with funds totaling alSummary of Tuesday game:
a double in two official trips to
AB R H PO A most a million dollars. Directors
CLEMSON
the plate.
_ 5 3 3 3 1 of the Foundation are chosen from
Barry Crocker, Wyman Morris, Coker, 2b
prominent textile executives in
0 1 0 1
and Joe Brown powered offer- Shealy, 2b
the state.
5 3 4 1
ings of the Washington and Lee Crocker, ss
1 0
. . ._1
pitcher over the left field fence King, ss
5
2 4
for homers, and Doug Kingsmore Barnett, If
1
1 1
put a pitch in deep centerfield Gaines, rf
3
2 2
to score standing up for an in- Kingsmore, cf
Pagliei, If
2
0 0 0
side-the-park home run.
2 0 3
4
The Tigers ran wild on the Morris, W., 3b
0
0 0
base paths and stole a total of Smith, 3b
3
1 1
five bases, with Wyman Morris Brown, rf
B. Morris, c
3
3
The Clemson Slipstick released
swiping two.
1
0
its second publication of the year
The Bengals almost cleared the Hildebrand, c
7
Tuesday night. A detailed debase paths every inning as they Swetenburg, lb _ ..3 1
_1 0
1
scription of the Youtz-Slick Lift
left only three men stranded, and Blackston, lb
0 1 Slab Method is given in the feaplayed excellent ball in the field, Crosland, p _ _ _2 4
ture article. There are also arcommitting only one error.
AB R H O A ticles by Russell Ashmore, Hugh
Washington and Lee left eight Wash. & Lee
..2 0 0
Humpheries, and J. W. Mclntyre.
men on the sacks, and committed Benham, 2b
_3 0 0
This is the first issue of the new
three errors afield. The Bengal Weaver, 2b _
_3 0 2
staff with Jimmie McCarter and
pitchers gave up a total of 10 Lindsey, ss
_1 0 0
Jack Mclntyre co-editors. The
walks between them, and Skol- Dubin,.. c _
Moody, c _. _
1 0 0
staff is planning'to publish two
nick struck out 4 Bengals.
_ _4 0 1
more issues this semester.
The third frame was the big Freeman, cf
4 0 0
Any engineering students inone for the Tigs as their bat- Baker, rf _ _
_ ..4 0 1
terested in working on the Slipting eyes cleared and they Wouters, If
stick staff should contact the copounded the visiting pitchers Hamric, 3h „ _ _ ..4 0 1
editors.
unmercifully.
Crosland
led Calloway, lb _ _ _1 0 0
_ _3 1
off with <\ walk;.Coker, Crocker Taylor, lb
1 0
and Barnett singled; and then Rollins, p _( _
mistically quipped, "We have a
Kingsmore blasted his homer Skolnick, p _ _ „1 1
bunch of top-notch ballplayers
to clear the bases and put the (a) Salsbury _ _ _1 0
and will be snooting for high nonTigers out in frpnt with a comTotals .. _ _ „32 2 7 24 8
fortable five run lead. Robbins
(a) Singled for Skolnick in 9th,
gave up one more run before
being relieved by Skolnick with Clemson _ _ 013 321 112—22 19 1
Drake's will set the pace in
nobody out. Before Skolnick W. & L. _ ..000 002 000— 2 7 3
—STYLE
could cool the hot bats of the
—QUALITY
Bengals, seven more runs had HUMPHRIES
crossed the plate.
—REASONABLE PRICES
(Continued from page 5)
The boys from Tigertown add- on Monday. He gained his first
Featuring "McGregor" among
ed three more runs in the fourth, collegiate win in pitching his
our many famous name brands
two in the fifth, and one in the mates to a 19-4 victory over
of merchandise.
sixth. Coach Bob Smith then the Generals. In addition to
gave his utility men a chance to his mound work against the
show their stuff and they added Virginians, Leonard chalked up
three more tallies to the moupt- three RBI"s.
Next to Center Theater
ing score before the end of the
When approached on his opin
contest. The Generals pushed ion of this year's edition of the
GREENVILLE, S. C.
their two runs across in the top diamond Tigers, Leonard opti
of the sixth with the help of a
triple by first baseman Taylor.
PLENTY OF WHITE DUCK PANTS AND
Barry Crocker was the big man
at bat for the Tigs as he colREGULATION MAROON SASHES AT
lected four hits in five official
trips to the plate. Roy Coker hit
three for five and Wyman MorSEE THE NEW PALM BEACH SLACKS
his, Bill Barnett, Doug Kingsmore, and Bobby Morris collected two hits apiece. Lindsey, the
only General player to get more
than one hit, got two bingles for
the afternoon.
The Washington and Lee diamondmen pulled the only double

NTMS Holds
Combined Meet

Second Slipstick
Publication Is
Released Tuesday

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP

Today's Chesterfield is the
Best Cigarette Ever Made!

DRAKES

HOKE SLOANS

DANCE WEEK-END SPECIALS

Club Steaks $1.25

Heating and Air Conditioning

NOTICE

Charleston Club Mrs. Simons Speaks
Plans Scholarship To Woman's Club

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.
408 N. MAIN STREET

Textile Group
Visits Sirrine
Hall Monday

ANDERSON, S. C.

NOTICE

August Graduates
Order your ring now. May 15th deadline to receive ring in first shipment for delivery in October

L. C. MARTAIN DRUG CO.

T-Bone

$1.75

Sirloin

$2.00

A World Beater. ..

5TEAK&EGGS

$1.00

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
CLEMSON, S. C.
COME ON TIGERS, KNOCK "EM' OVER THE FENCE.
I HAVE PLENTY BIG STEAKS

Copyright 1954, Incm &

MYBS

Tattoo Cs.

